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Intergenerational mobility
- Measures the association between socioeconomic status of parents and that
attained by their children
- Gives an indication about the degree of openness in a society, in line with the
ideal of equal opportunity
- Earlier research focused on education and/or social class, more recent work
has turned to income, as we do here
- Income can be seen as a "final" indicator of success, subsuming educational
and occupational attainment (but more diﬃcult to measure)

Trends
Is mobility increasing, decreasing, or constant?
- This question has gained renewed interest with economic inequality on the rise:
is the ladder getting harder to climb?
- Rise in income inequality steeper in Sweden than elsewhere, albeit starting out
from low levels
- Makes Sweden a case of high general interest
Data
Swedish population registers
- Child cohorts born 1958–1972
- Register of the total population
- Annual income data based on tax records
- Multigenerational register links children with their parents

Decisions, decisions
In studying mobility, a large number of operational choices need be made
- Income definition: income or earnings, with or without benefits, pre- or post-tax
and transfer, individual or household, equivalized or not?
- Parameter of interest: Regression coeﬃcient, Pearson correlation, rank-order
correlation, something else?
- Functional form: should income be log-transformed or not, should zeros be
retained, extreme values top-coded?
- Population: should immigrants be included or excluded? What about
entrepreneurs? Single parents?
- Measurement: what age to measure income? Averaged over how many years?
Some of these choices seem arbitrary, others imply theoretical distinctions
- If we think income reflects childhood conditions, we would look at disposable
household income during formative childhood years
- If seen as a proxy for parents' skills, we would rather look at individual earnings
at the height of an individual's career

Previous studies

Various choices
Mixed results

Previous studies
Previous studies are all over the place
- Results vary both in operational decisions and the magnitude of the correlation:
estimates for sons range from 0.11 to 0.32
- These studies diﬀer in so many respects that it is impossible to judge which
factors are driving the diﬀerences
- Researcher degrees of freedom are many – speaks for open science practices,
including sharing of data
- However, access to these datasets is restricted and surrounded by strict
confidentiality requirements

Our approach
A multimodel analysis aimed to systematically assess the importance of various
analytical choices
Known under various names: multimodel estimation, computational robustness
analysis, multiverse analysis, p-curve, etc
Three steps:
(1) Make an exhaustive list of reasonable analytical choices
(2) Define a model space based on possible combinations thereof
(3) Examine how parameter of interest varies across this space

We varied
Parameter: regression coeﬃcient, correlation, rank correlation
Link function: linear or log
Unit: individual (father/mother/son/daughter), household
Income type: disposable income, earnings w benefits, earnings w/o benefits
Range: with and without zero and negative incomes, with and without top coding
Centered at age: 35, 40, 45, 50 + parent income at child age 5, 10, 15
Averaged over: 1, 3, 5 years
Previous methodological literature focused on importance of observation window
(age and number of years) but generally neglected other sources of variation
From the above, we arrive at a large number of possible specifications (~500,000)
How best to explore these?

Young & Holsteen: Sociol Methods & Research 2017, Stata package "mrobust"

Steegen et al: "Multiverse Analysis", Perspectives on Psychological Science 2016

Simonsohn et al. "Specification Curve" (Figure from Rohrer et al. 2017)

Limitations
Existing approaches have some limitations for our application
- Graphical display bounds the number of analytical options one could take
(works with 100's but not with 1000's)
- Disproportionately large area goes to showing operational choices, limits the
display of results
- Still not immediately obvious what impact each given choice has on the
distribution of estimates
- Only allows displaying one parameter at once (two if you count significance)
- We care less about significance but want to study both level and trend
For these reasons, we decided to create a Shinyapp where the user can
interactively explore results … still in progress
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Logged correlation: disposable father income/zeros excluded/no topcode vs
son earnings including benefits/zeros excluded/topcoded

- - Linear correlation: mother earnings/zeros included/topcoded vs son disposable
family income/zeros excluded/topcoded
Note: Parent income measured as 5-year average at age 50; son income as single year at age 45
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Women: Change in correlation (father/daughter) 58-72 by own income type
(averaged across all father income types)

Conclusions
Contribution
- Drawing on Swedish register data covering the whole population, we show how
to conduct transparent and robust inference in a case of high general interest
- Given the importance of administrative data in the Nordic countries and
increasingly elsewhere, this approach has potentially wide applications
Findings
- Operational choices make a large diﬀerence for the size of the estimated
intergenerational income correlations
- With equally reasonable choices of definition and coding, the correlation can
vary between 0.15 and 0.30 (for men, lower for women)
- Also matters for trend in correlation – opposite trends can be found but the
mass is concentrated around zero (but increase for women)

Conclusions
Findings (cont'd)
- Correlation weaker for parent disposable than labour income – contrary to
notions of parental investment
- Correlation is stronger with
- Untransformed as opposed to logged income
- Zero incomes excluded
- High incomes top-coded
Going forward
- We plan to make these estimates available as a public dataset – will allow
researchers without access to the primary data to:
- Assess the robustness of claims made in the literature
- Test substantive theories of social stratification and mobility
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